
 
  

  
Next Meeting – May 2nd  

Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre  

              10/12 James St, Beenleigh  
www.sbsfc.org  

Next  Meeting  

Fishing at Iluka  Northern NSW by John Cumberland 

.Upcoming Trips   

Saturday May 6th – Southern Moreton Bay – Trip Captain – Need a volunteer 

Saturday May 13th till Saturday May 20th – Iluka Trip – Trip Captain Ross 

Saturday June 3rd – Pimpama (Fly Fishing Practice) – Trip Captain Kevin 

Saturday June 10th till Saturday June 17th – Hervey Bay Trip – Trip Captain John  

Saturday 17th – Mid Year Dinner at Beenleigh RSL – JC organising 

Friday 23rd or Saturday 24th – Gold Coast Bream – Trip Captain Brad 

 

 

  

  

  



Presidents Ramble   

Welcome to my notes for the May 2023 Newsletter. I write this in 
anticipation of the trip to Iluka and catching up with Ian and NSW friends. 
Oh, and fishing for Luderick and flathead. Should be a great trip. 

Thanks once again to those that helped at the Bunnings fundraiser for us 
and LAFMA. A great turnout and a good result. See later for the 
breakdown. We learnt some lessons for next time and will see to do 
another later in the year dedicated to LAFMA. 

Our meetings still require safe hygiene and social distancing remain the only current method 
to keep ourselves and our families safe. Remember you can but do not need to sign in as we 
capture all the attendees and their contact details. In any case if you feel the need please 
wear a mask at our meetings and of course do not come if unwell.    

Please continue to interact through our Facebook page to invite others along for impromptu 
and planned trips: https://www.facebook.com/groups/176495542392600/   

I am pleased to see we continue to attract new people to our Facebook page. It continues to 
amaze me how many followers we have and I encourage everyone to continue to post stuff 
there, especially trips, to encourage our sport.    

Remember that if you do go fishing, please send photos and a ramble to Ross our stand in 
editor as Trevor and Glenys are travelling across the country till September. Help us to build 
a bigger and better newsletter.     

I will continue to remind everyone that this year’s ANSA AGM is at  

Maryborough and I expect a good variety of options from Lenthall’s Dam to the Mary River. I 
hope we can encourage a few to attend so we have a chance at the comp and not the 
wooden spoon award. That said if we did get it I am sure Trevor can make a spectacular but 
useless novelty addition to the lures or items hanging off it!  

Our fees remain $50 for a single and $70 for a family. I do not expect an increase in 2023/24 
as at the AGM there was a lot of discussion around insurance and their underlying costs. 
They remain in good financial order.  

After Iluka the next week long trip is to Urungan (Hervey Bay). John and I are confirmed but 
there is room for more in the two flats. Ideally each fits 3 people in the double and two single 
bed configurations. A great location but a bit weather dependent to get far offshore, but has 
the Mary and other river options. 

I have been remiss in not emphasising that we remain a social and learning club.   

The annual Glenlyon Trip is a great example of the fellowship and indeed friendship you will 
experience on our weeklong trips. The social gathering around the fire, at the end of the day, 
remains a stalwart of this annual trip and I encourage everyone to try to make it this year. 
Please note we are now booked in from Monday to Monday to avoid the one lure comp. I 
intend to go early and camp for a couple of days. Even if the cabins are a little too expensive 
for some members budgets, camping either powered or unpowered remains a very viable 
alternative. You can then simply wander down to the gathering. Others in the past have used 
this option.  

Stay safe, stay well and let’s make 2023 a great year.    



Bunnings BBQ Report 8th April by Ross Williamson  

Thanks once again to all that helped with the SBSFC/LAFMA Bunnings BBQ. 

For manning it proved optimal to have two cooks (sausages and onions), two 
assemblers/preppers, one money man and one drinks/hand to customer person. The 
supervisor/chaser this time we were lucky to have a couple of helpers. Jobs rotated and this 
helped with the fatigue (except for the hard-working money man) 

Summary/Comparison for the past two years on Easter Saturday 

Item BBQ 16/4/22 BBQ 8/4/23 

Sausages sold 744 688 

Price $2.50 $3.50 

Total Takings inc drinks 2196.90 2529.10 

Total Cost 1002.48 927.4 

Profit 1194.42 1601.70 

Leftovers excluded from figures 

You can see we made more money thanks to the increase in price of the sausage and 
bread. This now justifies the work involved. 

Approximate cost per sausage with onion and bread is now: $0.65 (excludes sauces/oil etc) 

Approximate average cost per soft drink is:   $1.00 

Note the above assumes you shop around a lot and chase bargains in the lead up. 

We have identified a couple more places to reduce the costs. Sliced onions are one area 
and I was not as diligent as John and Cheryl in chasing the best prices for the drinks. 

Electric Trolling Motors Support by Ross Williamson  

I have noticed in my rear view view that the shaft on my electric trolling motor vibrates as a 
drive along and I had been considering what to do about this for a while. 

I noticed when at Monduran that Jamie had a support for his electric trolling motor. He used 
the Railblaza one available from BCF. 

https://www.bcf.com.au/p/railblaza-trolling-motor-support-kit/623460.html 

I decided to make myself one from plastic pipe. I used a 25mm tee which matched the shaft 
perfectly, a 25/20mm adapter, 20mm pipe and a cap. This was measured, assembled and 
then screwed into the boat to support the shaft when stowed. I added a bungee cord to hold 
in place. Painted to match the boat it looks like this for a lot less than the BCF one and a 
perfect height. 

Note it can be removed if needed by simply unscrewing with access down the shaft. 



 

Trolling Motor shaft support in use 

Starving the Tohatsu Motor in my Polycraft by Ross Williamson  

When I installed the in-floor fuel tank I guess I should have paid a bit more attention to the 
small print. That said when I ordered the fuel tank direct from Polycraft I asked for 
instructions after it arrived with none. Guess what? 

They had none developed but with a bit of persistence they provided me with a document 
made up by their people on installing the tank, hoses and fittings. 

It showed which hose went where and the size of the holes through the inner skin into the 
transom area so the hoses could go up to the rear gunwale for the filler, vents and fuel line 
to the motor. It also mentioned although not as loud as perhaps it should to minimise low 
areas where fuel could pool in the hoses. 

I must thank Mark Whalley here as the perennial internet researcher. Last year he asked 
about my Polycraft as he was interested in upgrading, so I gave him free reign to run around 
Glenlyon one morning to test out my rig. He has since done a lot more research on the 4.5m 
drifter. I mentioned my motor when trolling and refuelling was sometimes problematic when 
we were at Monduran. He immediately said this was a problem that came up on the 
Polycraft Facebook® site. I knew nothing of this so immediately went looking and signed up. 

Searching through the site I found lots of comments with people with similar problems and 
discussions about solutions. The upshot was that the factory seems to have recently started 
blocking the rear vent and being a bit more meticulous in the position of the hoses as they 
go through the rear inner wall. 

I had positioned the holes where they showed as high up below the floor as I thought 
possible. I had been lax when feeding the hoses through there and up to the gunwale and 
left some slack. 



It is also worth noting there is a persistent fuel smell around the boat so I took the 
opportunity with everything accessible to check things out. It turns out all the connections 
were sealed correctly but the Polycraft Facebook® site also reports that the smell permeated 
the plastic tank. The vents are also not pressurised so as Martin suggested, I use a fuel 
preserving additive and it is well worth it. Note in the photo below the drain point from the 
inner hull does trap a lot of dirt. This picture is after I cleaned it. 

 

Rear portion of the fuel tank showing the hose penetrations into the void and fuel 
sender. Note the vent block (similar at front of tank – the hose is positioned in a track 
along the top of the tank). Also note double clamping on the connections. 

I also discovered that a lot of sites on the internet, not specifically Polycraft, recommended 
things like fuel vent whistles, anti-spill vents and the like as well as limiting or eliminating any 
low points in the vent hoses. 

My mission was to remove the live well under my rear passenger seat and access the hoses 
to check what was happening. 

It turns out the hoses between the two hulls had sagged with time and created a large length 
that was a low point in both vent lines. I had drilled the holes from the inner hull as high as 
possible so it became a task to cut some hose length out. 

I decided as part of the project to install one of the fuel vent whistles. These work by 
sounding a whistle whilst air flows freely through them but the tone changes as the tanks 
nears full. They do allow the fuel to flow back through the whistle if you overfill. They are 
installed approx. 30cm from the tank and at an angle under 45 degrees to the vertical. 



Only Denman Marine in Tasmania sells the fuel whistle vents and it took about two weeks to 
arrive. 

Luckily Polycraft had supplied me with an anti-spill vent for one of the vent lines which I had 
installed. 

 

View insider the rear transom area. Note two vent lines and fuel filling line. The fuel 
vent whistle has been inserted into one of the vent lines. The drain hose from the live 
tank through the rear transom is in the foreground. 

I also took the time to make sure the rear vent line went to the fuel fill point and the front vent 
went to the anti-spill vent in the transom rear. This way with the whistle at the fill point I will 
hear it clearly when refuelling. 

In the end I cut nearly 30cm from both hoses and 15cm from the fuel filling hose to make 
them as nearly vertical show they drain into the tank as possible. My plastic pipe cutting tool 
works well for this. Originally purchased to make clean cuts in caravan water piping it worked 
a treat. 



 

A removed section from a vent hose 

I checked whilst the floor and carpet were removed and the gunwale beside the side console 
is parallel with the in-floor tank which is good as I put a caravan level beside there to 
accurately check fuel level. Note my tank level sender is near the rear so does not measure 
accurately unless the boat is horizontal. With a normal 1-2 persons and gear in the boat it 
normally does not move unless I am under 25 litres left in the tank as the boat has a slight 
incline towards the front. 

Another recommendation from my research was to blow air back through the vents before 
refuelling to blow any trapped fuel back into the tank. I made up this patented accessory 
using a syringe funnel from Chemist Warehouse and a piece of garden hose. 

 

The patented accessory 

 

Fitted to the rear vent hole in the fuel filling point – Oh I love the smell of napalm! 

 



When used (this is the rear vent point from the fuel tank) it blows fumes into my face but at 
least I know the vent is clear for air to escape whilst refuelling. 

If I take the cover off the anti-spill vent in mt transom I can also blow air back through that. 

So, these ideas presented here may be of interest for members with vessels from other boat 
manufacturers if you have similar issues with refuelling your boat. 

National Social and Economic Survey of Recreational Fishers by Martin Schwede 

This survey has been going for more than 20 years and the latest 2018-2021 results were 
publicly released this year. 

Scott Thomas Editor – Fishing World in the May 2023 edition raises the question “You might 
ask why that matters to the average fisho? With so many competing interests and threats to 
our sport, having some rock-solid data puts rec fishing in a good position. This might come in 
the form of funding, sharing resources, fish stocking, and access. Then there are threats of 
marine park lock-outs and animal rights groups. The greater our numbers and the more we 
can show how critical our sport is to the economy and general well-being, the less chance 
these threats will become reality.” 

So what are some of the finding? 

 Fishos contribute $11 billion to the Australian economy each year. 
 The industry employs 100,000 people. 
 4.2 million Australians go fishing each year – 21% of the population. 
 Most fish less than 5 days per year but some fish over 52 days. 

 

A majority of fishers said that they fished less often in the last year than they wanted to, 
while very few fished more often than they wanted to. The most common reasons for fishing 
less than desired were work and home commitments, experiencing poor weather on fishing 
days, lacking an available fishing companion and poor environmental conditions. 

Having a ‘social licence to operate’ is increasingly recognised as critical to the long-term 
future of many activities. This study found that most Australian adults (79%), including both 
fishers and non-fishers, consider recreational fishing to be an acceptable activity. Support 
was highest among males and those living in regional or remote areas. However, younger 
people were somewhat less likely to find recreational fishing an acceptable activity. 

This study found that recreational fishers have, on average, higher levels of wellbeing than 
non-fishers, and that those who fish more often have higher wellbeing. It also found that 
amongst those who experienced challenging life events — such as divorce, job loss, death 
of a loved one, or a major illness — those who continued to go fishing experienced less loss 
of wellbeing compared to those who did not continue to go fishing. 

Fishing can be relatively more important for fishers aged 65 years and older, as older fishers 
are less likely to engage in other physically active forms of recreation. 

The most common way that recreational fishers contribute to environmental stewardship is 
through picking up rubbish when out fishing. While some recreational fishers currently 
participate in data collection activities that support fisheries science or scientific 
assessments, many more are willing to get involved in the future. 



Most recreational fishers participated in at least one recreational activity other than fishing 
that they would be equally likely to choose to do on a nice weekend. Camping, outdoor 
picnics and barbecues, four-wheel driving and kayaking/ canoeing are the most common 
substitutes for fishing. However, some fishers consider recreational fishing to be their most 
important recreational activity, particularly among male fishers, fishers older than 60, and 
those who go fishing frequently. 

Want more info then read the executive summary  

2018-161-23065DAFF-NRFS-ExecSummary-FINAL.pdf  (frdc.com.au)  

(Editor) Some food for thought! 

 For those going to Ikuka this trip or in the future here is John Eldred’s hand marked 
map of the environs 

 



 

Annual Membership Fees  

Normal Membership - $50, Family Membership - $70, Student under 
16 (non family) $15, Junior – $15   

You can pay by cash at a meeting of by direct deposit into BSB  
814282 Account 30814236  

  
Any club member wishing to sell gear, please let me know so I can place it in the  

newsletter   

 


